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SHERPA Services…  What is it?
To support Open Access by providing simple, 
standardized answers to compliance, policy and 
requirements questions.
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15 Years of SHERPA
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And the question is…
What is this Journal’s OA Publisher Policy?
What OA Repositories are there?
What is this Funder’s OA Policy?
Does this Journal’s OA Publisher Policy 
comply with that Funder’s OA Policy?
Is my journal article submittable for the Ref?




REF 2014 Coverage: 74% of Journals
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How do you want to Ref?
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»“as soon after the point of 
acceptance as possible,
and no later than three 
months after this date”
»“outputs can be deposited 
up to three months after 







Question & Comments to:
Adam Field
SHERPA Services Analyst Developer
adam.field@jisc.ac.uk
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